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Innovator in compliance software (http://www.tabaqsoftware.com) appoints sales director from xDox to
drive growth and success
Bracknell, Berkshire – 18th December 2008 – Innovator in compliance solutions, Tabaq Software, today
announces its continued UK expansion with the appointment of xDox’s Tim Anderson as Sales Manager.
Sought for his expertise in document and data management, Anderson also brings significant experience
with Adobe Systems in a sales context. He is now responsible for driving the penetration of Tabaq
Software’s jComply solution that not only allows organisations to develop, publish and implement
information management policies and procedures, but also helps to train and certify their employees.
Tim Anderson explains, “The compliance sector is in the thrust of dramatic change. Responsibility for
key regulatory decisions has moved to more senior levels that require organisations to demonstrate that
they have adequate compliance, risk management and internal audit functions. jComply is extremely
well-placed to address this issue, as it is designed from the ground up specifically for compliance. It
offers an eLearning module which has a multi-dimensional way of providing training to end users. This is
further enriched by records, multiple choice training exercises, PDF attachments, interactive
computer-based training and more. ”
“As an experienced veteran of growth data management companies, Tim was a natural choice for Tabaq
Software as it continues to scale operations to meet the growing demand for our groundbreaking compliance
software,” said Sultan Noori, CEO at Tabaq Software. “Tim is arriving at a time when a solid
compliance strategy has never been more critical to a professional organization; regardless of its size
or industry focus. This is evidenced by the recent Treating Customers Fairly (TCF) initiative from the
Financial Services Authority (FSA), for example. The TCF outcomes for authorized financial firms require
senior management to demonstrate an institutionalized compliance-based culture relating to the fair
treatment of customers. This shift is yet another warning shot for all senior executives.”
Prior to xDox e-Business Consulting, Tim was Director of Sales at Cardiff Software/EDO Knowledge
Management.
For more information on Tabaq Software please visit www.tabaqsoftware.com or call +44 (0)1344 668400.
- Ends About Tabaq Software
Tabaq Software provides expertise in record management, compliance, audit, and business process
management. The focus of the company is to provide efficient solutions to organizations to help them
achieve optimum growth as well as maintain conformance with regulatory standards. Tabaq understands that
in order to grow in today’s demanding corporate environment, companies need a system to ensure that
their internal policies are in sync with external regulations influencing them. jComply is a system
through which companies can follow a complete 360 process to introduce policies and procedures in the
company. The system ensures that the concerned personnel not only study the policy documents but also
tests their knowledge and generates comprehensive reports on the company’s compliance level.
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The Company is based at Building A, Trinity Court, Wokingham Road, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG42 1PL. Tel:
+44 (0)1344 668400. www.tabaqsoftware.com.
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